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Discover How to turn this Game of Luck into a Game of Skill Today!Today only, get this Ebook
Library Kindle book for just $2.99. Regularly pricedat $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart
phone, tablet or Kindle device.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to join the
elite lottery winners’ circle by transforming a game of chance and luck into a game of skill.Here’s
an inescapable fact: you cannot toy with chance and luck, but you can improve your skill in
selecting number combinations that have a high probability of turning your dream to win the
lottery into reality.If you do not develop your skill in choosing numbers that are drawn with higher
statistical probability than other numbers, the odds of winning any lottery are quite unfavorable.
The good news is you can enhance your skills to make sure the odds are in your favor. The
secrets are revealed in this book.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...A Bit of
StatisticsNumeracy and Numerical BalanceTrend and Pattern AnalysisLearning Lessons from
HistoryThe Long ShotOpportunity Recognition/li>And Much, much more!Download your copy
today!Take action today and download this book for a limited time discount of only $2.99!So
Don’t Delay Learn How to Win Lottery Now!

About the AuthorAntony Cummins holds an undergraduate degree in Ancient History &
Archaeology and a master's degree in Neolithic Archaeology. In addition to working as a ninjutsu
consultant for documentaries and other researchers, he has co-hosted television programs
dedicated to the ninja. His previous works include In Search of the Ninja, True Path of the Ninja,
The Secret Traditions of the Sinobi, and the Illustrated Guide to Viking Martial Arts. He splits his
time between Manchester, England and Japan.Yoshie Minami earned a bachelor's degree in
Linguistics from the International Christian University and has worked as a consultant for
television documentaries about the ninja. As a translator, she has published True English (2009)
and The True Path of the Ninja (2011). She lives in Saitama, Japan.
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Win the LotteryLearn the Secrets that Turn this Game of Luck into a Game of SkillTable of
ContentsIntroductionA Bit of StatisticsNumeracy and Numerical BalanceTrend and Pattern
AnalysisLearning Lessons from HistoryThe Long ShotOpportunity
RecognitionConclusionPreview of ‘How to Make Money Online’Kindly Check My Other
BooksIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book “Win the
Lottery: Learn the Secrets that turn this Game of Luck into a Game of Skill.”This book contains
proven steps and strategies on how to join the elite lottery winners’ circle by transforming a
game of chance and luck into a game of skill.Here’s an inescapable fact: you cannot toy with
chance and luck, but you can improve your skill in selecting number combinations that have a
high probability of turning your dream to win the lottery into reality.If you do not develop your skill
in choosing numbers that are drawn with higher statistical probability than other numbers, the
odds of winning any lottery are quite unfavorable. The good news is you can enhance your skills
to make sure the odds are in your favor. The secrets are revealed in this book.It’s time for you to
become an amazing lottery jackpot prize winner. Read on and win!A Bit of StatisticsA lot of
people are fascinated by playing games of chance. The winner of any game of chance is
decided by a so-called chance event. The interest in games of chance is driven by the fact that
anybody has the opportunity to come out a winner. Therefore, anyone who is lucky enough can
emerge the winner. Thus, games of chance are commonly associated with luck and such games
are alternately called games of luck.If Lady Luck smiles upon you, you win, but what if Lady Luck
is in a bad mood? Luck and chance are two different concepts. You cannot always get lucky, but
you can always improve your chances of winning in a game of chance.Games of chance
determine winners with the aid of randomizing devices. Such devices include balls, dice, playing
cards, roulette wheels, and spinning tops. The lottery is very attractive to games of chance
aficionados not simply for excitement or fun but because of the pot or main prize. When a game
of chance has some amount of money at stake, the game is considered gambling. However,
shelling out a buck or two for millions in return isn’t such a bad idea. This is especially true if you
can play the lottery not just as a game of luck but as a game of skill.This book reveals the
secrets of playing the lottery as a game of skill rather than as a mere game of chance. Each of
the chapters beginning with this one reveals the main secrets of mastering the skills. The first
skill entails a bit of statistics—simple statistics. Randomness and probability are the first
concepts that lottery winner wannabes must consider.Winning at random is not theoretically
correct under the present rules of any lottery. If the argument is anyone who bets in a lottery has
a chance of winning because the numbers are drawn at random, then winning is also a simple
random event. To illustrate, if 1,000 people placed their bets on a particular lottery, winning at
random suggests that each of these 1,000 people has equal chances of winning that lottery. In
other words, Joe has a winning chance of 1 in 1,000 or 1/1,000. Tom has the same probability of
winning, that is, 1/1000. The same rule applies to everyone else who placed bets in the same



lottery.What if Joe bought 10 tickets? He now has a winning chance of 10/1000 (or 1/100) while
the rest who bought just one ticket have a chance of 1/1000. Winning at random is, therefore, not
quite that accurate in a lottery. This is the very reason why the lottery can indeed be made into a
game a skill. Probability is the number of successful outcomes divided by the total number of
possible outcomes. Probability is the chance of winning the lottery in a more transparent
manner. In equation form:Probability = Number of Successful Outcomes/Total Number of
Possible OutcomesBased on the data from the example, a successful outcome is, of course,
winning the lottery. Winning the lottery means betting on all the numbered balls drawn before the
actual drawing takes place. The first significant fact about the probability of winning in a lottery is
the numerator of the probability equation. There will be just one set of winning numbers.
Whatever that combination is, the more you increase the numerator, the better your chances of
winning. Fortunately, that skill can be learned.It should also be worth noting that the denominator
of the probability equation increases with the number of balls that must be drawn in the game.
Thus, the odds of winning decrease with more number of balls in play. Odds is the ratio of one
event occurring (winning, for example) against the occurrence of another event (losing).
However, you can develop the skill to go for combinations with a higher win probability in any
type of lottery you wish to win.To recap, with a little bit of statistics, you can go for higher
probability combinations even if the odds of winning a particular lottery is small. In fact, in any
lottery, the odds of winning are always unfavorable to the bettor. In this book, you can learn how
to join the lottery winners’ circle by relying more on skill rather than on luck and chance.Do not
ever mistake this book to be one on statistics; it isn’t! A lot had been said and done about lottery
statistics. This resource material shows you the applications of all such statistics in order to win.
Read on to develop your lottery-winning skills.Numeracy and Numerical BalanceBasic
numeracy skills should be developed, but this isn’t a difficult task. In fact, if you will not delve into
probability and odds calculation, you need not even be adept at multiplication. However, your
addition skills for multiple (at least 6) two-digit numbers should be well polished. Moreover, you
should have the knack for avoiding any number group patterns.In other words, whether
deliberately or by accident, your number combination should not appear to be biased towards a
certain group of numbers. Therefore, numeracy skills are to be honed not for performing
calculations but for rendering your set of numbers a guise of randomness. Learn the skill of
checking out the balance of your number set. There are actually basic rules and useful tips, but
be wary about any particular groups and patterns that come up from such rules and tips,
particularly from the next chapter.Sharpen your Number-Balance AbilityHere are the basic
tips:Check on odd-even balance. This is best done by classifying your chosen numbers into an
odd column and an even column. If your combination tends to have significantly more odd or
more even numbers, it is a low probability combination.Review your number set by arranging it
from lowest to highest. Your numbers should be dispersed along the range of available number
choices. If you play Mega Millions, the choices range from 1 to 75. Half of your numbers should
fall within the lower half, 38 and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 39 and



higher. If your game is Powerball, the number field is from 1 to 59. Half of your numbers should
fall within the lower half, 29 and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 30 and
above.Assess your number combination sum if it falls within the high-probability range. For
Mega Millions, the range is from 140 to 240, whereas for Powerball, the range is from 111 to
189. About 7 out of every 10 winning combinations fall within the aforementioned ranges for two
of America’s biggest lotteries.Cultivate Your Randomness AcumenSince the lottery ball-drawing
machine is fair, the balls are naturally drawn by chance. You are not supposed to violate the
natural randomness of things if you want to win. Rather, endeavor to choose your number
combination to have a semblance of randomness. Avoid number group patterns because
statistically, such patterns are drawn at a rather low probability.Be on the lookout for the following
group number patterns. If your selected number set shows any of the following, reconsider your
options and go for higher probability combinations:A group of consecutive numbers. The lowest
consecutive-number combination (1-2-3-4-5) is played by thousands of players every draw.A
group of numbers from the calendar range or 1 to 31A group of numbers with the same last
digitsA group of consecutive multiplesWin the LotteryLearn the Secrets that Turn this Game of
Luck into a Game of SkillWin the LotteryLearn the Secrets that Turn this Game of Luck into a
Game of SkillTable of ContentsIntroductionA Bit of StatisticsNumeracy and Numerical
BalanceTrend and Pattern AnalysisLearning Lessons from HistoryThe Long ShotOpportunity
RecognitionConclusionPreview of ‘How to Make Money Online’Kindly Check My Other
BooksTable of ContentsIntroductionA Bit of StatisticsNumeracy and Numerical BalanceTrend
and Pattern AnalysisLearning Lessons from HistoryThe Long ShotOpportunity
RecognitionConclusionPreview of ‘How to Make Money Online’Kindly Check My Other
BooksIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book “Win the
Lottery: Learn the Secrets that turn this Game of Luck into a Game of Skill.”This book contains
proven steps and strategies on how to join the elite lottery winners’ circle by transforming a
game of chance and luck into a game of skill.Here’s an inescapable fact: you cannot toy with
chance and luck, but you can improve your skill in selecting number combinations that have a
high probability of turning your dream to win the lottery into reality.If you do not develop your skill
in choosing numbers that are drawn with higher statistical probability than other numbers, the
odds of winning any lottery are quite unfavorable. The good news is you can enhance your skills
to make sure the odds are in your favor. The secrets are revealed in this book.It’s time for you to
become an amazing lottery jackpot prize winner. Read on and win!IntroductionI want to thank
you and congratulate you for downloading the book “Win the Lottery: Learn the Secrets that turn
this Game of Luck into a Game of Skill.”This book contains proven steps and strategies on how
to join the elite lottery winners’ circle by transforming a game of chance and luck into a game of
skill.Here’s an inescapable fact: you cannot toy with chance and luck, but you can improve your
skill in selecting number combinations that have a high probability of turning your dream to win
the lottery into reality.If you do not develop your skill in choosing numbers that are drawn with
higher statistical probability than other numbers, the odds of winning any lottery are quite



unfavorable. The good news is you can enhance your skills to make sure the odds are in your
favor. The secrets are revealed in this book.It’s time for you to become an amazing lottery
jackpot prize winner. Read on and win!A Bit of StatisticsA lot of people are fascinated by playing
games of chance. The winner of any game of chance is decided by a so-called chance event.
The interest in games of chance is driven by the fact that anybody has the opportunity to come
out a winner. Therefore, anyone who is lucky enough can emerge the winner. Thus, games of
chance are commonly associated with luck and such games are alternately called games of
luck.If Lady Luck smiles upon you, you win, but what if Lady Luck is in a bad mood? Luck and
chance are two different concepts. You cannot always get lucky, but you can always improve
your chances of winning in a game of chance.Games of chance determine winners with the aid
of randomizing devices. Such devices include balls, dice, playing cards, roulette wheels, and
spinning tops. The lottery is very attractive to games of chance aficionados not simply for
excitement or fun but because of the pot or main prize. When a game of chance has some
amount of money at stake, the game is considered gambling. However, shelling out a buck or
two for millions in return isn’t such a bad idea. This is especially true if you can play the lottery
not just as a game of luck but as a game of skill.This book reveals the secrets of playing the
lottery as a game of skill rather than as a mere game of chance. Each of the chapters beginning
with this one reveals the main secrets of mastering the skills. The first skill entails a bit of
statistics—simple statistics. Randomness and probability are the first concepts that lottery
winner wannabes must consider.Winning at random is not theoretically correct under the
present rules of any lottery. If the argument is anyone who bets in a lottery has a chance of
winning because the numbers are drawn at random, then winning is also a simple random event.
To illustrate, if 1,000 people placed their bets on a particular lottery, winning at random suggests
that each of these 1,000 people has equal chances of winning that lottery. In other words, Joe
has a winning chance of 1 in 1,000 or 1/1,000. Tom has the same probability of winning, that is,
1/1000. The same rule applies to everyone else who placed bets in the same lottery.What if Joe
bought 10 tickets? He now has a winning chance of 10/1000 (or 1/100) while the rest who
bought just one ticket have a chance of 1/1000. Winning at random is, therefore, not quite that
accurate in a lottery. This is the very reason why the lottery can indeed be made into a game a
skill. Probability is the number of successful outcomes divided by the total number of possible
outcomes. Probability is the chance of winning the lottery in a more transparent manner. In
equation form:Probability = Number of Successful Outcomes/Total Number of Possible
OutcomesBased on the data from the example, a successful outcome is, of course, winning the
lottery. Winning the lottery means betting on all the numbered balls drawn before the actual
drawing takes place. The first significant fact about the probability of winning in a lottery is the
numerator of the probability equation. There will be just one set of winning numbers. Whatever
that combination is, the more you increase the numerator, the better your chances of winning.
Fortunately, that skill can be learned.It should also be worth noting that the denominator of the
probability equation increases with the number of balls that must be drawn in the game. Thus,



the odds of winning decrease with more number of balls in play. Odds is the ratio of one event
occurring (winning, for example) against the occurrence of another event (losing). However, you
can develop the skill to go for combinations with a higher win probability in any type of lottery
you wish to win.To recap, with a little bit of statistics, you can go for higher probability
combinations even if the odds of winning a particular lottery is small. In fact, in any lottery, the
odds of winning are always unfavorable to the bettor. In this book, you can learn how to join the
lottery winners’ circle by relying more on skill rather than on luck and chance.Do not ever
mistake this book to be one on statistics; it isn’t! A lot had been said and done about lottery
statistics. This resource material shows you the applications of all such statistics in order to win.
Read on to develop your lottery-winning skills.A Bit of StatisticsA lot of people are fascinated by
playing games of chance. The winner of any game of chance is decided by a so-called chance
event. The interest in games of chance is driven by the fact that anybody has the opportunity to
come out a winner. Therefore, anyone who is lucky enough can emerge the winner. Thus, games
of chance are commonly associated with luck and such games are alternately called games of
luck.If Lady Luck smiles upon you, you win, but what if Lady Luck is in a bad mood? Luck and
chance are two different concepts. You cannot always get lucky, but you can always improve
your chances of winning in a game of chance.Games of chance determine winners with the aid
of randomizing devices. Such devices include balls, dice, playing cards, roulette wheels, and
spinning tops. The lottery is very attractive to games of chance aficionados not simply for
excitement or fun but because of the pot or main prize. When a game of chance has some
amount of money at stake, the game is considered gambling. However, shelling out a buck or
two for millions in return isn’t such a bad idea. This is especially true if you can play the lottery
not just as a game of luck but as a game of skill.This book reveals the secrets of playing the
lottery as a game of skill rather than as a mere game of chance. Each of the chapters beginning
with this one reveals the main secrets of mastering the skills. The first skill entails a bit of
statistics—simple statistics. Randomness and probability are the first concepts that lottery
winner wannabes must consider.Winning at random is not theoretically correct under the
present rules of any lottery. If the argument is anyone who bets in a lottery has a chance of
winning because the numbers are drawn at random, then winning is also a simple random event.
To illustrate, if 1,000 people placed their bets on a particular lottery, winning at random suggests
that each of these 1,000 people has equal chances of winning that lottery. In other words, Joe
has a winning chance of 1 in 1,000 or 1/1,000. Tom has the same probability of winning, that is,
1/1000. The same rule applies to everyone else who placed bets in the same lottery.What if Joe
bought 10 tickets? He now has a winning chance of 10/1000 (or 1/100) while the rest who
bought just one ticket have a chance of 1/1000. Winning at random is, therefore, not quite that
accurate in a lottery. This is the very reason why the lottery can indeed be made into a game a
skill. Probability is the number of successful outcomes divided by the total number of possible
outcomes. Probability is the chance of winning the lottery in a more transparent manner. In
equation form:Probability = Number of Successful Outcomes/Total Number of Possible



OutcomesBased on the data from the example, a successful outcome is, of course, winning the
lottery. Winning the lottery means betting on all the numbered balls drawn before the actual
drawing takes place. The first significant fact about the probability of winning in a lottery is the
numerator of the probability equation. There will be just one set of winning numbers. Whatever
that combination is, the more you increase the numerator, the better your chances of winning.
Fortunately, that skill can be learned.It should also be worth noting that the denominator of the
probability equation increases with the number of balls that must be drawn in the game. Thus,
the odds of winning decrease with more number of balls in play. Odds is the ratio of one event
occurring (winning, for example) against the occurrence of another event (losing). However, you
can develop the skill to go for combinations with a higher win probability in any type of lottery
you wish to win.To recap, with a little bit of statistics, you can go for higher probability
combinations even if the odds of winning a particular lottery is small. In fact, in any lottery, the
odds of winning are always unfavorable to the bettor. In this book, you can learn how to join the
lottery winners’ circle by relying more on skill rather than on luck and chance.Do not ever
mistake this book to be one on statistics; it isn’t! A lot had been said and done about lottery
statistics. This resource material shows you the applications of all such statistics in order to win.
Read on to develop your lottery-winning skills.Numeracy and Numerical BalanceBasic
numeracy skills should be developed, but this isn’t a difficult task. In fact, if you will not delve into
probability and odds calculation, you need not even be adept at multiplication. However, your
addition skills for multiple (at least 6) two-digit numbers should be well polished. Moreover, you
should have the knack for avoiding any number group patterns.In other words, whether
deliberately or by accident, your number combination should not appear to be biased towards a
certain group of numbers. Therefore, numeracy skills are to be honed not for performing
calculations but for rendering your set of numbers a guise of randomness. Learn the skill of
checking out the balance of your number set. There are actually basic rules and useful tips, but
be wary about any particular groups and patterns that come up from such rules and tips,
particularly from the next chapter.Sharpen your Number-Balance AbilityHere are the basic
tips:Check on odd-even balance. This is best done by classifying your chosen numbers into an
odd column and an even column. If your combination tends to have significantly more odd or
more even numbers, it is a low probability combination.Review your number set by arranging it
from lowest to highest. Your numbers should be dispersed along the range of available number
choices. If you play Mega Millions, the choices range from 1 to 75. Half of your numbers should
fall within the lower half, 38 and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 39 and
higher. If your game is Powerball, the number field is from 1 to 59. Half of your numbers should
fall within the lower half, 29 and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 30 and
above.Assess your number combination sum if it falls within the high-probability range. For
Mega Millions, the range is from 140 to 240, whereas for Powerball, the range is from 111 to
189. About 7 out of every 10 winning combinations fall within the aforementioned ranges for two
of America’s biggest lotteries.Cultivate Your Randomness AcumenSince the lottery ball-drawing



machine is fair, the balls are naturally drawn by chance. You are not supposed to violate the
natural randomness of things if you want to win. Rather, endeavor to choose your number
combination to have a semblance of randomness. Avoid number group patterns because
statistically, such patterns are drawn at a rather low probability.Be on the lookout for the following
group number patterns. If your selected number set shows any of the following, reconsider your
options and go for higher probability combinations:A group of consecutive numbers. The lowest
consecutive-number combination (1-2-3-4-5) is played by thousands of players every draw.A
group of numbers from the calendar range or 1 to 31A group of numbers with the same last
digitsA group of consecutive multiplesNumeracy and Numerical BalanceBasic numeracy skills
should be developed, but this isn’t a difficult task. In fact, if you will not delve into probability and
odds calculation, you need not even be adept at multiplication. However, your addition skills for
multiple (at least 6) two-digit numbers should be well polished. Moreover, you should have the
knack for avoiding any number group patterns.In other words, whether deliberately or by
accident, your number combination should not appear to be biased towards a certain group of
numbers. Therefore, numeracy skills are to be honed not for performing calculations but for
rendering your set of numbers a guise of randomness. Learn the skill of checking out the
balance of your number set. There are actually basic rules and useful tips, but be wary about any
particular groups and patterns that come up from such rules and tips, particularly from the next
chapter.Sharpen your Number-Balance AbilityHere are the basic tips:Check on odd-even
balance. This is best done by classifying your chosen numbers into an odd column and an even
column. If your combination tends to have significantly more odd or more even numbers, it is a
low probability combination.Review your number set by arranging it from lowest to highest. Your
numbers should be dispersed along the range of available number choices. If you play Mega
Millions, the choices range from 1 to 75. Half of your numbers should fall within the lower half, 38
and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 39 and higher. If your game is
Powerball, the number field is from 1 to 59. Half of your numbers should fall within the lower half,
29 and below. The other half should fall within the upper half or 30 and above.Assess your
number combination sum if it falls within the high-probability range. For Mega Millions, the range
is from 140 to 240, whereas for Powerball, the range is from 111 to 189. About 7 out of every 10
winning combinations fall within the aforementioned ranges for two of America’s biggest
lotteries.Cultivate Your Randomness AcumenSince the lottery ball-drawing machine is fair, the
balls are naturally drawn by chance. You are not supposed to violate the natural randomness of
things if you want to win. Rather, endeavor to choose your number combination to have a
semblance of randomness. Avoid number group patterns because statistically, such patterns are
drawn at a rather low probability.Be on the lookout for the following group number patterns. If
your selected number set shows any of the following, reconsider your options and go for higher
probability combinations:A group of consecutive numbers. The lowest consecutive-number
combination (1-2-3-4-5) is played by thousands of players every draw.A group of numbers from
the calendar range or 1 to 31A group of numbers with the same last digitsA group of consecutive



multiples

Winning The Lottery: The "How to Win the Lottery" Manual where Mathematics Meets Common
Sense Lottery Winning Systems:Turns a Game of Luck into a Game of Skill! Manifest Your
Millions: A Lottery Winner Shares his Law of Attraction Secrets (Manifest Your Millions! Book 1)
Playing Smarter, Using Math: The Traveling Mathematician's Guide to Playing the Lottery The
Perfect Pick 3 & Pick 4 workout Ever!: Play Less, Win More with this additional 10 systems! Yes,
it is that simple folks!
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Richard Higginbotham, “A logical Approach To Number Selection. While you may not win
millions, there is something to be said to using a scientific approach to selecting numbers for the
lottery. With any system that picks numbers at random, especially those that use machines and
balls with numbers on them (like most lotteries), the randomness you seem to see is not so
random. Every machine and every ball has it's on unique set of characteristics, and it is true that
certain numbers appear more than others. Using James Dunkin's methods in this book you can
learn to identify those numbers and then pick your numbers more efficiently.”

Edward B., “You can win ,just keep play and wheeling. Another book for my Dreams of winning a
big lottery some new material and some old that is covered in Gail Howard's Books.Basically the
winners play alot of different numbers ,in fact today I played 80 number sets and I am hopeful
that Monday will find myself a new winner.I am not a rich man and I live in Spain and I play
Bonolotto for .50 cents per bet so this only cost me 40€.Perhaps I will win and perhaps not,but I
will keep buying tickets every couple of weeks”

Mathew Carruthers, “Logical system. The writer's system to selecting lottery numbers is outlined
in this book. The material is presented with the idea that no one can predict what numbers will
be drawn, but that following certain principles and pseudo-trends, the elements of chance can
be minimized and your chances of winning will improve. Interesting read if you have some free
time.”

Omar Vialva, “With The Instructions I Now Choose My Lottery Tickets Wisely.. I must say I was a
bit hesitant when I first decided to buy this book. My father bought lottery tickets for years and
never won anything. My mother and her brother would get together every Friday and play the
Lotto. They were not successful in winning anything either! So it is my conception that I would
not win anything as well. But I eventually bought this book and boy I was not disappointed! The
instructions are very clear, easy to follow, so now I can choose my lottery tickets numbers wisely
and not just at random.”

nikia williams, “Good read. The book is a easy read. It gives you techniques to use to win the
lottery. It does not describe wheeling the numbers. Playing a set of numbers and wheeling them
to get more numbers.”

The book by Tony Korfman has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 31 people have provided feedback.
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